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ETHICS & LAWETHICS & LAW
For MIDWIVESFor MIDWIVES

Morality and Ethics Morality and Ethics 
nn Ethics is a way to understand and examine the moral life.Ethics is a way to understand and examine the moral life.
nn Ethics may be used as an overall view or set of principles.Ethics may be used as an overall view or set of principles.
nn Morals, on the other hand, are specific ways of behaving Morals, on the other hand, are specific ways of behaving 

or the way that people set out to accomplish ethical or the way that people set out to accomplish ethical 
practices.practices.

nn The meaning of human decency, right and wrong, good The meaning of human decency, right and wrong, good 
and evil, proper and improper acts, and cruel and and evil, proper and improper acts, and cruel and 
benevolent (or kind) acts are explained in terms of benevolent (or kind) acts are explained in terms of 
morality.morality.

nn A negative form of the term “morality” is immorality, A negative form of the term “morality” is immorality, 
which refers to a person’s unacceptable behavior as which refers to a person’s unacceptable behavior as 
compared to certain accepted societal moral standards or compared to certain accepted societal moral standards or 
principles.principles.
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Morality and Ethics… cont.Morality and Ethics… cont.

nn Amoral is a term that people use to refer to actions that Amoral is a term that people use to refer to actions that 
are done with an indifference to, or no concern for, are done with an indifference to, or no concern for, 
moral norms.moral norms.

nn Acts are considered non moral if moral norms and Acts are considered non moral if moral norms and 
standards do not apply.standards do not apply.

nn Other people are always involve with one’s moral and Other people are always involve with one’s moral and 
ethical decision.ethical decision.

nn Moral decisions are important because every decision Moral decisions are important because every decision 
affects someone else’s life, selfaffects someone else’s life, self--esteem, and happinessesteem, and happiness

Philosophical Approaches to Philosophical Approaches to 
Morality and EthicsMorality and Ethics

nn Normative ethics, involves an attempt by ethicists to Normative ethics, involves an attempt by ethicists to 
decide what is morally right and wrong and what should decide what is morally right and wrong and what should 
be accepted as a common set of behaviors or actions.be accepted as a common set of behaviors or actions.

nn Applied normative ethics, is an attempt to resolve a Applied normative ethics, is an attempt to resolve a 
specific moral problem or ethical dilemma followed by an specific moral problem or ethical dilemma followed by an 
attempt to determine if the resolution can be justified.attempt to determine if the resolution can be justified.

nn Descriptive ethics, a subcategory of normative ethics, is Descriptive ethics, a subcategory of normative ethics, is 
an approach used when researchers or health ethicists an approach used when researchers or health ethicists 
want to know more about what people think about want to know more about what people think about 
human morality.human morality.
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nn EthicistsEthicists analyzeanalyze andand examineexamine termsterms andand meanings,meanings, attemptattempt toto
clarifyclarify moralmoral concepts,concepts, identifyidentify thethe sourcesource ofof ethics,ethics, andand obtainobtain
knowledgeknowledge aboutabout whatwhat isis ethicalethical..

nn BioethicsBioethics isis aa specificspecific domaindomain ofof ethicsethics thatthat focusesfocuses onon moralmoral
issuesissues inin thethe fieldfield ofof healthhealth carecare..

Philosophical Approaches to Morality and Ethics… cont.Philosophical Approaches to Morality and Ethics… cont.

Importance of Ethics For MidwivesImportance of Ethics For Midwives
((SummarySummary ) ) 

nn Because of unavoidable social connection, every person makes Because of unavoidable social connection, every person makes 
moral and ethical choices in life that will inevitably affect others.moral and ethical choices in life that will inevitably affect others.

nn A person has a duty to perform particular actions and to do the A person has a duty to perform particular actions and to do the 
right action for its own sake.right action for its own sake.

nn The four major principles of bioethics are autonomy, beneficence, The four major principles of bioethics are autonomy, beneficence, 
no maleficence, and justice.no maleficence, and justice.

nn The ideals of social are fairness and equality.The ideals of social are fairness and equality.
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Importance of Ethics For Midwives… cont.Importance of Ethics For Midwives… cont.

nn In health care, the central ethical concern continues to In health care, the central ethical concern continues to 
be discovering a way to set up a health care be discovering a way to set up a health care 
infrastructure where equal access to health care and the infrastructure where equal access to health care and the 
fair distribution of resources can take place.fair distribution of resources can take place.

nn midwives make independent ethical decisions on a daymidwives make independent ethical decisions on a day--
toto--day basis, but, at the same time, they are an integral day basis, but, at the same time, they are an integral 
part of a larger team of decision makers. part of a larger team of decision makers. 

nn Ethical decisions have become a routine and inherent Ethical decisions have become a routine and inherent 
part of clinical practice for registered midwivespart of clinical practice for registered midwives

Importance of Ethics For Midwives… cont.Importance of Ethics For Midwives… cont.

nn Many complex bioethical decisions are made Many complex bioethical decisions are made 
interdependently between interdependently between midwivesandmidwivesand others in the others in the 
health care arena.health care arena.

nn There are many ethical codes of conduct for Web users There are many ethical codes of conduct for Web users 
and Internet surfers, but if everyone would practice and Internet surfers, but if everyone would practice 
primary ethic of “respect one another,” there would be primary ethic of “respect one another,” there would be 
many fewer unethical or criminal many fewer unethical or criminal behaviourbehaviour on the on the 
Internet.Internet.

nn Midwives must develop theoretical knowledge and the Midwives must develop theoretical knowledge and the 
necessary skills to form a foundation for practicing necessary skills to form a foundation for practicing 
right action and developing moral characterright action and developing moral character
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Definition of EthicsDefinition of Ethics
nn Ethics came from the Greek word {Ethos} which Ethics came from the Greek word {Ethos} which 

means: (custom, habit, conduct).means: (custom, habit, conduct).
nn “The science that approaches human actions in “The science that approaches human actions in 

forms of Right or wrong“ {Voluntary actions}.forms of Right or wrong“ {Voluntary actions}.
nn Moral principles that govern a person's or group's Moral principles that govern a person's or group's 

behavior.behavior.
nn The branch of knowledge that deals with moral The branch of knowledge that deals with moral 

principlesprinciples..
nn A complex of moral precepts held or rules of A complex of moral precepts held or rules of 

conduct followed by an individualconduct followed by an individual

What makes {behavior} moral or not depending on?What makes {behavior} moral or not depending on?

nn The act itselfThe act itself--what it is. what it is. 
nn The motive why. The motive why. 
nn The circumstance. (events surrounding the action)The circumstance. (events surrounding the action)
e.g.: "When, where, how, to whom, how often . .e.g.: "When, where, how, to whom, how often . .
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Ethical PrinciplesEthical Principles
nn RespectRespect: respect pt's autonomy, dignity& liberty. : respect pt's autonomy, dignity& liberty. 
nn BeneficenceBeneficence: to do only good / no harm" : to do only good / no harm" 
nn AltruismAltruism: to protect the community (supporting : to protect the community (supporting 

actions, to meat the health &social needs of the actions, to meat the health &social needs of the 
public.)public.)

nn PaternalismPaternalism: protect the weak person. : protect the weak person. 
nn VeracityVeracity: obligation to tell the truth.: obligation to tell the truth.
nn FidelityFidelity: obligation to loyal to the pt. community : obligation to loyal to the pt. community 

and profession.and profession.

nn JusticeJustice: Is to be fair, and equitable to all clients : Is to be fair, and equitable to all clients 
regardless of any service you want to give.regardless of any service you want to give.

nn EgoismEgoism: Is the right to maximize personal : Is the right to maximize personal 
benefits.benefits.

nn AutonomyAutonomy: : the midwife must be autonomous the midwife must be autonomous 
which means: "Never looking up on another which means: "Never looking up on another 
person" and has the right to self person" and has the right to self –– determination. determination. 

nn UtilitarianismUtilitarianism: Is the greatest good for the : Is the greatest good for the 
greatest members. greatest members. 
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Thank You AllThank You All

Assignment Topics Assignment Topics 

nn Midwives and selective termination of pregnancy Midwives and selective termination of pregnancy 
(Between professional duty and(Between professional duty and ethicalethical confusion)confusion)

nn Midwifery Practice field from the Islamic Midwifery Practice field from the Islamic 
perspectiveperspective

nn Midwifery errors in clinical field (drug errors, poor Midwifery errors in clinical field (drug errors, poor 
knowledge, negligence, malpractice  ... etc.)knowledge, negligence, malpractice  ... etc.)

nn Criminal abortion deaths, illegitimate pregnancy Criminal abortion deaths, illegitimate pregnancy 
deaths, and suicides in pregnancydeaths, and suicides in pregnancy
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nn Ethical Ethical responsibilities and challenges and challenges 
forfor midwivesmidwives

nn Ethical relationships and communication in Ethical relationships and communication in 
midwifery practicemidwifery practice

nn EthicalEthical conflict for some mothers andconflict for some mothers and midwives in midwives in 
practice fieldpractice field  

nn Conflicting ideologies as a source of emotion work Conflicting ideologies as a source of emotion work 
inin midwiferymidwifery  

nn Genetics, ethics and education: considering Genetics, ethics and education: considering 
thethe issuesissues for midwivesfor midwives  


